I. Introduction
Our research program is at a crossroads. This report brings to a conclusion our work at UNISOR using stable beams and the UNISOR isotope separator in a mode where we have been able to obtain upwards of 106 separated ions/sec. The intensity and quality of beams from the UNISOR isotope separator have enabled us to perform the in-depth type of spectroscopy, particularly coincidence spectroscopy with conversion electrons, for which we have become noted. While a change in the UNISOR phase of this program will take piace in the coming years, the spectroscopic expertise developed during the past decade will enable us to make important measurements with significantly lower beam intensities. The prospect of radioactive ion beams and a new state of the art recoil mass spectrometer at the Oak Ridge Radioactive Ion Beam Facility (RIB) will enable us to carry the research to nuclear species even further from stability and, thus, enable us to can3, out fundamental nuclear spectroscopic measurements which have been previously impossible.
Accompanying with this c'hange will be a significant shift to more in-beam spectroscopy, particularly at the front-end of the recoil mass separator.
This report is written to describe our contribution to nuclear structure physics during the past year. We make no attempt to credit others, and there are many, who have contributed to these same topics. This is done in published papers. Also, the individual sections are often a synopsis of one or more of the 16 reports which have resulted from the 1992-93 period of support. Selected material was extracted (literally) from those papers and reassembled here so that this progress report would read as a single document rather than a collection of reprints.
Our extensive data from studies on nuclei near Z=82 has contributed to the establishment of a new region of nuclear deformation and a new class of nuclear structure at closed shells. A most important aspect of this work is the establishment of the connection between low-lying 0+ states in even-even nuclei and the occurrence of shape 1 ! | coexistence in the odd-mass neighbors. One of the "tools" developed to probe these structures is the enhancement of the E0 multipole in the transitions connecting the shape coexisting configurations. Recent results along these lines include the observation of six transitions in 185Pt which are essentially pure E0, an unprecedented occurrence in an oddmass nucleus; and the identification of two previously unobserved Kn=2 + bands of states connected by strong E0 transitions in 184pt"
A direct measure of the mixing of coexisting shapes is the E0 strength between the intruder state and the ground state. To measure this strength, it is necessary to obtaind the half-life of the level decaying by the E0 transition which connects the two configurations.
Consequently, during the past year we developed a new type of picosecond lifetime measurement system (described in IV A), capable of measuring the lifetime of states which decay only by internal conversion, and applied it to the 186,188T1decay to determine the lifetime of the02 and 22 deformed states in 186,188Hg. This lifetime system, designed to be transportable, will be u,ed in several U.S. and European laboratories during the period of RIB development in order to complete our lifetime measurements on the neutrondeficient Hg and Pt isotopes. _. quantitative and systematic determination of the mixing of the deformed and more spherical shape coexisting configurations in these nuclei is critical to the proper evolution of the theoretical pictures used to ascertain the mechanisms that give rise to the shape coexistence in the region. Our complete spectroscopy on the structure of odd-mass 187Au, the transitional nucleus which bridges deformed and more spherical ground states, is complete and will provide theorists with detailed information on more than 145 levels and 430 transitions which quantify, in detail, the shape coexisting configurations arising from the coupling of particles and holes to the various shape coexisting configurations in 186pt and 188Hg"
During the past year, we conducted a search for the population of superdeformed states in 192Hg by the radioactive decay of 192T1using the internal pair formation (IPF) process. This was accomplished using a prototype IPF spectrometer which we made by 2 re-configuring our existing conversion electron spectrometer systems. As a result of this attempt, we launched a program to design and construct an IPF spectrometer for radioactive decay which optimized the geometry required for a high-efficiency device. This new spectrometer is now operational and is described in the last section of this report (IV B).
Its first use will be in an experiment at ISOLDE/CERN to search for the population of superdeformed states in 198po and 194pb using the 198At 15 ) 198p o a ) 194pb
decay. Apart from these types of searches, the IPF spectrometer has a great future as a multipole meter for high energy transitions. It is also the best type of spectrometer for high-energy E0 spectroscopy.
While it is a long shot that 13decay will populate superdeformed states due to the great dissimilarity between the parent ground state and daughter superdeformed state, and also due to the uncertainty associated with the available decay energy (the location of the superdeformed states are unknown experimentally), it is nonetheless important to make the attempt since a successful experiment would enable one to pin down the energy of the superdeformed state with absolute certainty. Our superdeformation searches using the internal pair formation process to look for high-energy E0 transitions, and the internal conversion process to observe the very low-energy superdeformed intraband transitions through e!ectron-electron correlations (section HI B), will enable us to set the most severe limits to date on the population of superdeformed states in the 192T1decay. The search to be conducted at ISOLDE/CERN on the decay of several Po isotopes from At decay is probably the best case in terms of parent/daughter states and transition Q-values. While this experiment involves an extensive collaboration and other leadership, it will utilize our new IPF spectrometer and involve one of the LSU graduate students.
We have attempted to keep our research on the structure of nuclei far from stability at the cutting edge of important physics and have constructed a number of unique spectroscopic tools, in addition to developing a variety of innovativ_e experimental approaches, to accomplish that objective. We intend to continue this approach and look 3 1 II. Reports A. Reports for 1992-93 Listed below are the reports, papers, and abstracts that have emerged during the final year of the three year award (May 15, 1992 -January 15, 1993 
B. Reports for 1990-92
Listed below are the reports, papers, and abstracts which emerged during the initial period of support (May 15, 1990 -May 14, 1992 •', The emission of a _,ray in the transition between two nuclear states that both have zero spin and even parity (0+) is forbidden since the photon must carry away one unit of angular momentum. The transition may proceed, however, by internal conversion or internal pair formation through the interaction of an atomic electrcn with the charge distribution within the confines of the nuclear volume. Sometimes higher-lying 0+ states decay by E0 transitions to the 0+ ground state in competition with E2 decay to the first excited 2+ state. Occasionally an excited state with non-zero spin will undergo a td = 0, An -no transition to a lower state by a transition with M 1 and/or E2 admixed multipolarities. 6 In odd-mass n,,clei, E0 components in td = 0, z_rr= no transitions are extremely rare. 7,8 A major change in this picture has occurred as a result of studies of nuclear shape coexistence where a significant enhancement of the E0 strength has been observed in the jn ._> jn transitions between the shape coexisting configurations. We have discovered six td -0, An = no transitions in 185pt for which we observe only internal conversion (i.e. essentially pure E0 transitions). This is unprecedented.
In 184pt 9Many references, but see, for example, E.F. Zganjar, and J.L. Wood, Nucl. Phys. A520, 427c (1990).
Pure Electric Monopole Transitions in 18Spr.
We have studied excited states in 185pt through the radioactive decay of massseparated 185Au (6.8 m, Jn = 5/2-) by u,ing the UNISOR isotope separator. The activity was produced by the (12C, 8n) reaction on a 181Ta target using 140 MeV 12C ions.
Gamma-ray and conversion-electron spectrummultiscaling andy-y-t, y-x-t, y-e-t, ande-x-t coincidencemeasurements were conductedon line.Conversion-electron spectra were taken with a 200 mm 2 x 3 mm cooledSi(Li)detector. Ali assignmentsof y ray and internally convertedtransitions were made on the basisof coincidenceinformation.
Eleventransitions withE0 admixturewere observedandforsixofthoseno corresponding y-rayintensity was detected, implyingessentially pureE0 transitions between states of similar spin/parity butforwhich J_a). Thisisunprecedented.
Although the absence of observable T-decay strength in the reported EO transitions is surprising, the occurrence of E0 strength in 185pt is not surprising. Electric monopole strength is expected 1 whenever configurations with different mean-square charge radii <r2> mix. There is extensive evidence that states with different deformation, and therefore different <r2>, occur in 185,187pt" This is supported by energy-level systematics, 2 E2 transition probabilities,2, 3 and isotope shifts 4 (_i<r2> 
Shape Coexistence and Electric Monopole Transitions in 184pt
Excited states of 184pt were studied through the radioactive decay of mass-separated 184Au (tl/2=53 s, 1=6) by using the UNISOR isotope separator 1 operated on line to the 25-MV tandem accelerator at Holifield. The 184Au was produced through the (12C, 9n) reaction on a target of 181Ta using a beam of 140-MEV 12C ions. Gamma-ray and conversion-electron spectrum multiscaling and T-T-t,and T-x-t, T-e-t, and e-x-t coincidence measurements were conducted on line. Conversion-electron spectra were taken with a 200 mm 2 x 3 mm cooled Si(Li) detector. Ali assignments of _,ray and internally converted
• transitions were made on the basis of coincidence information. The 184Audecay scheme is exceedingly complex. In total, we have assigned more than 150 T transitions and have established 52 levels in 184pt.
13
As mentioned above, a unique feature of the 184pt level scheme is a second set of coexisting bands, built on the 2+ states of 649 and 1173 keV. Confirmation of this identification can be found in the E0 transitions connecting the bands. This is a new aspect to the subject of coexisting shapes in nuclei. In addition to coexisting Kn=O+ bands, coexisting Kn=2 + bands can occur at low-excitation energy. We observe these coexisting Kn=2 + band to be connected to each other by strong E0 transitions. In particular, we observe E0 transitions between the In =2 + members of the two Kn=2 + bands, but not between these In=2 + states and the 2+ states of the Kn=0 + bands; that is, we observe strong E0 components in the + . . . 23--->21and 24--422 transitions and no E0 components in the + + . . In=3 + 22--->21,23-->22, 2_--->2_,2_--->2_transitions. Furthermore, the members of the two Kn=2 + bands are connected only by an essentially pure E0 transition, that is, no T-ray intensity is observed between these states. This also is unprecedented.
For more details see DOE/ER/40159-189.
1E.H.Spejewski,R.L. Mlekodaj,and H.K.Carter,Nucl.Inst. Meth.186, 71 (1981) .
On-Line Nuclear Orientation of lS4pt
In a separate experiment, the angular distribution of 184pt 3' rays were measured by orienting its parent, 184Au' at low temperature. The 184Aunuclei were produced using the same reaction as the spectroscopy experiment described above. The activity was mass separated on line using the UNISOR separator and then transported to the UNISOR Nuclear Orientation Facility 1. The radioactive nuclei were implanted at 50 kV into a polarized Fe target in the refrigerator, which operates at a temperature below 7 mK with beam on target. The angular distributions of the 3'rays were observed with an array of six Ge detectors surrounding the target at a distance of about 10 cm. The anomalously large conversion coefficients of certain transitions in 184pt are immediately obvious from their large values of the ratio aK(expt)laK(M1 theory), which clearly single out those transitions connecting the coexisting configurations.
To make this argument more quantitative, however, it is necessary to extract the relative E0 admixtures in the transitions. This requires knowledge of the relative amount of M1 and E2 radiations present in these AI=0
transitions. The anisotropies of the transitions connecting the levels were analyzed in such a way that the results are independent of any uncertainties resulting from the complex feeding of these levels from higher-lying states. The E2/M1 mixing ratios for many of the transitions were determined from analysis of the angular distributions. Knowledge of the conversion coefficients (corresponding to E0+MI+E2) and E2/M1 mixing ratios then permits determination of the relative amounts of E0, Ml, and E2 radiations. We have extracted the %E0 for 12 of the interband transitions from the data. When combined with lifetime information, these results then allow one to extract p2(E0) for these cases. For more details, see DOE/ER/40159-189. lI.c. Girit et al., Hyp. Int. 43, 151 (1988) . + Configuration in 186Hg and 188Hg.
Lifetimes of the 02
Coexisting bands of quite different deformations in 184,186, i88Hg have been known for some time from in-beam reaction 1,2 and radioactive decay 3,4 studies. The latter work also observed electric monpole (E0) transitions in these neutron-deficient Hg isotopes and precipitated the evolution of this region into a classic example of widely occuring nearly degenerate, nuclear shape coexistence. These data have been extended to include 18°Hg A direct measure of the mixing of coexisting shapes in even-even nuclei is the E0 strength between the intruder state and the ground state. 8 Electric monopole transitions carry direct information on the nuclear wavefunction. Changes in the nuclear radius lead to non-vanishing values for the monopole strength function, p(E0), provided there is mixing 15 t ! between the initial and final nuclear states. 8 To measure p(E0) experimentally, all that is needed is a measurement of the partial half-life of the 0_ level.
Half-life limits of <180 ps for the 0_ level in 188Hg and < 200 ps in 186Hg have been reported; 9 and another rough measurement 4 yielded a half-life of 0.9 + 0.3 ns for the 0_ level in 184Hg. These Hg isotopes present a unique challenge to the measurement of 0_ lifetimes in the picosecond range since the complexity of the decay demands a triple coincidence and the major depopulating transitions from the 0_ (deformed, 13= 0.25) levels to the 0_ (spherical, 13-_0.13) is E0 internal conversion.
A picosecond lifetime measurement system, based on the design 10at TRISTAN, was developed at UNISOR to measure the lifetimes of the 02configurations in 188Hg and 186Hg. The 188T1and 186T1parent nuclei were produced as recoils from the reaction of 181 MeV 160 on 181Ta. Four detectors employed in various combinations were used in the collection of triple coincidences using a fast-slow timing system. The fast signal was established in one case by a plastic scintillator for 13 + particles and a BaF2 crystal for xrays, and in the other case by two B_'2 crystals for x-rays. A Ge T-ray detector or a Si(Li) electron detector were used to select the energy information via the slow timing circuit.
For lifetime measurements in 186Hg, fast timing was achieved via the coincidences between 13 + particles and the x-rays that follow internal conversion. Specific E0 conversion events were selected via the slow timing circuit by gating on the appropriate internal conversion line in the Si(Li) detector. It is this (13 + -x) -e-triple coincidence that enables one to determine the lifetime of the 0_ state. A partial 186T1 decay scheme and schematic of the detector system for this measurement along with a sketch of the type of TAC spectrum produced by the system are shown below in the first figure following this section.
The decay of 188T1populates levels in 188Hgpredominately by electron capture. In this case, two BaF2 detectors were used to establish the fast timing. The lifetime for the 0_ level in 188Hg was then measured using the triple coincidence (x -x) -e-, where one x-ray 16 I i follows electron capture and the other internal conversion. A partial 188T1decay scheme and schematic of the system for this measurement, as well as the type of TAC spectrum produced by the system, are shown on the final page of this section. This unique system is thoroughly described in DOE/ER/40159-198 and summarized in Section IV A of this report.
The centroids of the time-to-amplitude converter (TAC) signals from triple coincidences of (13 + -x) -e-for the 523-keV (0_ --o 0_) and 215-keV (2_ --o 2_) transitions in 186Hg
were compared to the centroids of the TACs from transitions of known lifetimes. The comparisons, using the centroid shift method, yield a half-life for the 0_ level of < 52 ps and 48 + 27 ps for the 22 level. The timing resolution for ([3+-x)-e-coincidences was 1.19 ns, measured as FWHM (full width at half maximum).
The (x -x) -e-TAC widths for the 413-kev (2_ ---)0_'), 824-keV (0_ ---)0_) and the 486-keV (22 -o 2_) transitions in 188Hg were compared, and the lifetime for the 0_ and 2_ levels were determined to be 288 + 63 ps and 199 + 44 ps, respectively. The timing resolution achieved for (x -x)-e-events was 1.58 ns, FWHM.
For 188Hg, it is difficult to determine the 0_ --) 2_ branching because this transition energy (411 keV) is nearly identical to that of the intense 2_ ---)0_ transition. By using a sum-peak analysis, it was determined that the 411 keV, 02 ---)2_, E2 branch is < 42%. In 186Hg, the 0_ --) 2_ branch was equally difficult to measure, but determined to be < 28%.
Since both of the 0_ ---)0_ branches could actually be 100%, the E0 partia_ half-lives are 9aR+2°7 ps in 188Hg and <72 ps in 186Hg. Hence, the p2(E0) values for expressed as ---.---63 188Hg and 186Hg were calculated, using the method of Kantele, 13to be 5._+_'5---2.3 and _>32, respectively.
Large E0 strength is an indication of strong mixing between nuclear states with quite different mean-square radii. The results determined here for o2(E0) in 188ttg and 186Hg are consistent 8,12 with the coexistence of shapes built upon a proton 2-hole configuration (near spherical) and a proton 2-particle, 4-hole configuration (deformed). Based on these p2 (E0) values, the mix.ing matrix element Vo, calculated using the formalism of Kantele, 13 are 73_8 keV for the 02 level in 188Hg and >111 keV for the 02 level in 186Hg. These results suggest that the early measurement of the half-life of the 02 state in 184Hg4, 0.9 + 0.3 ns should be remeasured and that stricter limits on the 0_ _ 2_" branching in ali these Hg isotopes should be determined. For example, in most cases an overall parabolic energy dependence is observed with a minimum near mid-shell for the neutrons (N= 104). However, significant portions of ali these parabolas are missing, most notably when the members of the intruder state bands lie above --1 MeV. This is because the detailed spectroscopy necessary to extract the relevant information increases with difficulty with increasing excitation energy. We have determined that the h9/2 proton intruder has penetrated the Z=82 closed shell to become an excited state at 325 keV in 189Au, 121 keV in 187Au, and to become the ground state in 185Au.
In the core-particle coupling picture, the (A-1) core for odd-mass Au isotopes is Pt, while the (A+ 1) core is Hg. The shape coexisting possibilities with Pt involve the n(4h) spherical 2 and n(2p-6h) deformed configurations, and for Hg the n(2h) spherical 2 and n(2p-4h) deformed configurations. 1 Various couplings of these configurations with the t odd-proton particle or hole in the Au isotope are possible. For example, proton holes in the Au isotopes can couple to both the spherical and deformed configurations in the corresponding Hg cores, while proton particles in the Au isotopes can couple to the two types of structure in the Pt cores. We have observed 3 ali four of these possibilities in both 185Au and 187Au. One of the identifiers of these configurations has been the observation of transitions with large E0 components for the I---)I transitions between the shape coexisting configurations, as described above for 184,185pt.
'_ The 187Au nucleus, being transitional (i.e. the h9/2 intruder is not yet the ground state), has the richest structure in terms of mixed configurations. Thus, it was decided to push the spectroscopy on this decay to an unheard of sensitivity and completeness in order to enable us to systematically track the states in 185Au, where the/th9/2 +1 ® _(2p-6h) cohfiguration is the ground state, to those in 189Au, where that configuration is at considerably higher energy.
The extensive analysis of the massive data sets on the 187T1--_ 187gHg _ 187Au and 187rnHg _ 187Au decays is complete and manuscripts will soon be finished. The data were taken at UNISOR using the 176Hf(19F,8n)187Tl(I3/EC)187Hg and 176Hf(160,5n)187Hg reactions. The 13decay of 187T1predominantly populates the 3/2-ground state of 187Hg (2.4 minutes) and, consequently, the low-spin states of 187Au. The direct production of 187Hg will preferentially populate the 13/2 + isomer in 187Hg (1.7 minutes) and, consequently, more high-spin states in 187Au. The decay of directly coincidence with the gated ones. This process enabled us to separate the intensities of the multiplets that were not separable in the ungated spectra. The analysis of the conversion electron spectra, using spectra of ),-gated electrons and ),-gated gammas, yielded _ 280 conversion coefficients. Multipolarities, as well as both sets of intensities (from the decay of 187mHgand 187gHg), were used to establish spins of the levels.
An iteration procedure, using both sets of ),-ray intensities (i.e. from 187T1and from 187Hg) was used to separate the intensities corresponding to the decays of the 187Hg 3/2-ground state and the 187Hg 13/2+ isomeric state. The procedure requires the determination of two constants: one is a ratio between 187T1and 187Hg decay intensities for pure lowspin transitions in187Au (transitions between pure low-spin levels, fed only by the 3/2-decay). The other is a ratio between 187Hgdecay and 187T1decay intensities for pure highspin transitions in 187Au (transitions between pure high-spin levels, fed only by the 13/2+ decay). When the appropriate constants were extracted and used in the iterative procedure, the results converged and revealed that the decay paths are quite different: The 203.4 keV transition is the strongest in the 187Hg 3/2-decay, while the 233.4 keV is the strongest in the 187Hg 13/2+ decay. The decay of the 187Hg 3/2-reveals 61 mostly low-spin levels in 187Au connected by 146 transitions. Of these, 37 levels are pure (low-spin decay). The decay of the 187Hg 13/2 + reveals 144 mostly high-spin levels in 187Auconnected by 348 transitions. Of these, 119 levels are pure ( high-spin decay).
In these data we located seven transitions with E0+MI+E2 multipolarity, that is, 
Other Studies

Structure of 187Ir from the decay of oriented 187Pt
The nuclear structure of odd-proton 187Ir was studied following the radioactive decay of mass-separated 187pt. Two experiments were done: a spectroscopy study in which Tray and electron singles and T-Tangular correlations were observed, and a nuclear orientation study in which T-ray angular distributions were measured from 187pt oriented at low temperature.
Based on these results, a new decay scheme has been constructed including approximately 92% of the decay intensity with levels up to about 2.4 MeV. A new multiplet of levels has been confirmed in the 2.4 MeV region; no previous structure in this nucleus had been known above 1.5 MeV. A significant share of the decay inter.sity proceeds through tb.ese levels and analysis of the decay scheme of the low-lying states is not possible without knowledge of the feedings through this high-energy multiplet.
From the nuclear-orientation and internal-conversion data, we have obtained E2/M1 multipole mixing ratios for many of the low-lying transitions. Mixing ratios calculated using a particle-plus-triaxial-rotor model show excellent agreement with experimental values in both magnitude and piaase.
A preliminary report 1 on this work is available. A similar study of the decay of 188pt has been done. Data from that work are being analyzed. 
1M.A.
Structure of 199pb from 199Bi Eecay
Shape coexistence in odd-A nuclei in the Pb region has been extensively studied from both an experimental and theoretical viewpoint. 1 Because the protons occupy levels near the Z=82 closed shell and the neutrons occupy levels near the middle of the N=126 shell, there is the possibility that nearly spherical end deformed states arising from the excitation of protons across the N=82 shell can coexist at low energy in this region. In odd-A Pb isotopes, the 13/2+ deformed _xcited states arising from the coupling of the i13/2 state to the deformed intruder bandhead have been found 2,3 in 195,197pb . The goal of the present work was to obtain a more complete det_ay scheme for 199pb, and to contribute to the systematic study of odd-A Pb isotopes in this region.
The decay of 199Bi was studied utilizing the UNISOR Isotope Separator on-line to the Holifield Heavy-Ion Research Facility tandem accelerator. Ions of 199Bi were produced by bombarding a 53mg/cm 2 stack of Re foils with a 155-MEV 160 beam and collected on a moving tape collector, which moved the activity to a measurement station around which were placed three Ge y-ray detector'; and a Si(Li) electron detector. Multiscaled conversion electron and y-ray singles data, as well as y-y and y-e coincidences, were collected. are 3/2-and 9/2-, respectively, the bulk of the decay proceeds to the first excited 5/2-state.
Previous studies revealed no ground-state transitions, proposing instead an upper limit of 9.3 keV for the first excited state. We have deduced, via the 1022.8 keV, 1034.0 keV, 1146.4 keV, and 1157.5 keV gates, that each of these decay from the same state to both the ground and first excited states. This establishes that the energy of the first excited state is 11.2 keV.
The electron singles and coincidence data allowed for the determination of 86 (47 new 
B. Superdeformation
Superdeformation (nuclear axis ratios of 2:1) was first proposed to explain 1 fission isomers observed 2 in some actinide nuclei. It was realized much later that superdeformed shapes could occur at high angular momentum in lighter nuclei. This was first discovered by Twin 3 who observed a superdeformed band of 19 discrete lines in 152Dy. This set off a great deal of interest in the mechanisms responsible for these exotic shapes and 26 superdeformation has now been observed in many regions of the nuclear chart. The impressive properties of superdeformation that have come from ali these experiments is the essentially constant energy spacing between transitions (picket fence), the unexpectedly strong population of these bands at high spins, the occurrence of superdeformed bands with identical transition energies in nuclei differing by one or two mass units, and the apparent lack of a link between the superdeformed states and yrast levels. It is this latter property that is the focus of the work discussed below.
Since this work describes searches for population of superdeformed states using 13 decay, it is important to note that due to the dissimilar parent ground state and daughter superdeformed state, 13-decaypopulation of the superdeformed states would be expected to be highly hindered. Nevertheless, recent studies 4 of the 13 + decay of 232,234Ar_I to 232,234pu have revealed a weak delayed-fission branch (~6x10 -5 for 234Am and~7xl) -4 for 232Am), indicating that the fission isomer in 232,234pu might be populated in dec_y. for this. One proposes that the decay-out process is statistical in nature and that many decay paths share the intensity. 5 Another suggests that E0 transitiJas could play an important role. 6 The latter was tested 7 for 192Hg by in-beam spectroscopy by looking at the K-shell x-ray yield in coincidence with superdeformed transitions. The rationale underlying this approach is that strong E0 transitions would be accompanied by intense ionization in the K-shell. The dh'ect measurement of E0 decay in-beam is rather difficult, thus, this indirect technique, although not as definitive as direct spectroscopy, is more suitable to in-beam work. The results 7 for 192Hg tend to suggest that E0 internal conversion decay is not the mechanism by which the superdeformed band decay to other states.
More recently, however, a proposal 8 was put forth that in heavy superdeformed nuclei at low spins, M1 transitions, enhanced by internal conversion, may compete favorably 
Search Based on Electron-Electron Coincidences
We constructed a spectrometer containing two Si(Li) detectors, one designed for very low-energy electrons and one for medium-to high-energy electrons, set so that each could view the radioactivity unimpeded by any material (such as the tape upon which the activity is deposited and carried to the detector station). The idea behind this experiment is that since the transition energy between low-spin levels in the superdeformed bands become quite low, e.g. =32 keV for the 2+---)0+ (extrapolating from the known 3 214 keV 10+---)8 + transition), they will be almost entirely converted. Thus, coincidence correlations between very low-energy electrons and medium-energy electrons, or high-energy ones if they are E0, might pick out one of the transitions observed in-beam. It was considered critical to allow for the possibility of a high-energy E0 transition in these measurements since coexisting bands in this region are, without exception, observed to be connected by intense E0 transitions. 9
We performed a 12-shift experiment using this technique, to search for superdeformed states in 192Hg with I < 8 by studying the excited states of 192Hg populated in the 13 + decay of 192m,gT1(10.8 m, 7+ and 9.4 m, 2-respectively) at the UNISOR facility. The 13 + decay of the J_=7 + isomer in 192T1 is known 10to populate states in 192Hg with J < 9.
Since QEC is 6.4 + 0.2 MeV for the 192gT1_ 192Hg decay, and since the superdeformed bandhead was expected 1 to lie in the 3.5-MEV range, there are no energy or angular momentum restrictions on the population of this superdeformed structure via 13 + decay.
Other unknown hindrances are, of course, operative. [Note, since the experiments on 192Hg were done, a recent paper indicates considerably higher excitation energy for the superdeformed configuration. 11
A total of 2.2 x 107 e-e, 3.9 x 107 e-y and 1.1 x 108 y-y events were obtained. No events involving ct-particles were observed. Preliminary analysis of the data reveal that if the superdeformed structure is populated in the 192m,gT1 decay, the population intensity is less than 1%. We have shown 9 in 190Hgthat coexisting bands with populations <1% can indeed be located (energy) and quantified (spin, parity) with meticulous analysis of the data. Since nothing was observed at the 1% level, a new analysis approach to push these limits to the 0.1% level are currently being developed. It will be implemented in the coming months.
Search Based on Internal Pair Formation S_ctroscopy
In an attempt to improve the sensitivity of the search, and to simultaneously determine if high energy E0 transitions are involved in the decay path between the superdeformed states and the yrast states, we reconfigured our existing conversion electron spectrometers to do internal pair formation (IPF) spectroscopy as shown in the first figure following this section. We referred to this configuration as our prototype IPF spectrometer. Since we have shown 9 that the I---_Itransitions connecting shape coexisting configurations have large E0 components, the possibility exists that E0 transitions of high energy may be involved. At energies below a few MeV, for Z-80, internal conversion is essentially the only mechanism by which an E0 transition can proceed. At higher energies, however, internal pair formation provides another mechanism for the E0 decay --and one which does not produce a K-shell x-ray. Thus, if IPF were to dominate the process, neither the previous measurement, which searched for correlated K-shell electrons, nor the in-beam study, 7 which searched for correlated K-shell x-rays, would have observed any E0 decay.
A 150 MeV 160 beam on natural tungsten was used to produce the 192T1activity. The reaction products were separated on-line at the UNISOR isotope separator and transported by metalized mylar tape to a counting station where the prototype IPF spectrometer was 30 ! " located. The electron detectors viewed the activity (on the mylar tape) horizontally with 180 degree geometry, while two Ge _-ray detectors viewed the activity vertically, also with 180 degree geometry. In addition, an x--ray detector was positioned orthogonal to both of these axes. Six time-to-amplitude converters were used in order to record ali possible combinations of coincident events and to later enable the specification of threefold events. This is necessary since the specification of a discrete high-energy E0 transition is made by adding the energies of the coincident electron and positron which result from the IPF process. This is a two-fold event. In order to have a coincidence between this electron-positron summed event with an x-ray, T ray, or annihilation photon, three-fold events are necessary. It is this triple coincidence that gives this method its improved sensitivity. The number of events in this window is plotted as a function of the E1 + E2 energy in the third figure. This represents two-fold events. The structure at 1600-1750 keV may be of significance, but that will only be determinable following the analysis of the data with three-fold restrictions. That analysis is currently underway. [Again, it is noted that a recent paper 11indicates that the superdeformed excitation energy is at a higher energy than first predicted by theory, thus further limiting the probability of superdeformed state population in the 192T1decay]. 
C. Other Studies
The lifetime system designed to measure lifetime in 186,188Hg, discussed in III A 4, was also used to make lifetime measurements in the Z=50 region, with the Maryland group and the UNISOR staff taking the lead roles. In one of these studies we measured the lifetime of the 2_ levels in llS,120Xe populated through the [3+/EC decay of 118,120Cs, respectively. The major motivation for these measurements was the employment of a different experimental technique to determine the lifetimes for the 2_ level in these Xe isotopes, and to hopefully resolve the discrepancy in the RDDS lifetime measurementsl for the 2_ level in 120Xe.
Samples of 118,120Cswere produced as recoils from the heavy-ion reaction between a 92Mo target and a 175-MEV 32S beam. The lifetime system contained a 0.3-cm thick NEl 11A plastic scintillator AE detector for [3,mounted on a Philips XP-2020 photomultiplier tube, and a 1.3-cm thick conical BaF2 crystal mounted on a Philips XP-2020Q for y detection. These detectors were placed face-to-face in vertical positions relative to the beam line. Two Ge detectors were also incorporated into the system, and were placed face-toface in horizontal positions.
The resulting lifetimes were determined using the centroid shift method, where the reference prompt TACs were constructed by getting on the region of the BaF2 ),-ray spectrum just above the full-energy peak of interest. The use of a background gate as the reference TAC ensures that Compton events from higher ?' rays will not influence the lifetime measurement. Since there is no dependence of the centroid position on ?'-ray energy in the BaF2 detector for the energy region from 250 to 700 keV, as determined from prompt curve calibration measurements using 24Na, the difference in the centroid position 37 of the full peak and background gates directly yielded lifetimes of 63:L-6and 64+4 ps for the 2_ levels in 118Xe and 120Xe, respectively.
Although the result obtained for the lifetime of the 2_ level in 118Xe agrees with the adopted lifetime value,1 the lifetime for the same level in 12°Xe is nearly a factor of two lower than the adopted value. Our result for 120Xe is, however The measurement of nuclear level lifetimes, which lie in the range of 10-10 to 10-12 seconds, can be accomplished using the delayed coincidence method provided the timing resolution of the fast coincidence circuit is sufficient to allow for the distinction between the delayed-_,r prompt-timing spectra. For sensitivity in the picosecond regime, a fullwidth at half maximum (FWHM) for the prompt-timing spectrum on the order of a few hundred picoseconds is required. This is not attainable using standard semiconductor detectors due to their inhereatly slow charge collection times. A system to measure nuclear level lifetimes in the picosecond range was developed recently at the TRISTAN on-line separator facility,I, 2 where they were able to achieve adequate timing resolution with the implementation of BaF2 scintillators for the detection of T radiation. Their system is based ot the measurement of a fast coincidence between a 13, detected in a thin plastic scintillator detector, and a _,observed in a BaF2 detector. Since the energy resolution of a BaF2 detector is rather poor (typically 9% for the 662-keV transi:ion in 137Cs) compared to the resolution attainable with a standard semiconductor detector, they employed a second slow coincidence circuit using a Ge 3'-ray detector to isolate the Ycascade of interest. The resulting, highly selective, _-_.-Tfast/slow triple coincidence timing circuit allowed one to measure nuclear lifetimes to _.10 ps for ),-ray energies 2 150 keV.
One limitation placed on the above system, however, is the requirement of a cascade of 2,radiations, through the use of a Ge detector, as the transition-selective element. This requirement precludes the measurement of lifetimes for certain nuclear levels; particularly those which decay solely by electric monopole (E0) transitions. Since an E0 transition results in the emission of a conversion electron with no corresponding T, these transitions
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would be missed in fi_esystem described above. Another limitation is its reliance on the _-decay process to trigger the fast coincidence system. For nuclei that lie on the neutron deficient side of 13stability, the electron capture process competes favorably with positron decay, especially in cases where the decay energies are low and Z is large. In the situation where the process of electron capture dominates, there is no emission of a _ and therefore no trigger for the fast timing circuit.
We have made significant modifications to the original design of the TRISTAN picosecond lifetime system, with the implementation of the BaF2 crystals as x-ray detectors, and Si(Li) as electron detectors to circumvent the limitations described above.
Central to our modification is the replacement of the Ge _ detector with a Si(Li) electron detector and the use of a BaF2 crystal to detect the x-rays that result from internal conversion of K-shell electrons. Such a system allows one to measure the lifetime of a level which decays only by an E0 transition. A second modification has been the replacement of the thin, plastic _ scintillation detector with a second BaF2 detector to detect the x-rays that result from the electron capture process. This second modification permits the measurement of nuclear level lifetimes in a system where electron capture is the dominant decay process.
A description of the technique (including sketches) for measurements on 188,186Hghas been presented in section III A 4, and a complete description will appear in Nuclear transitions can proceed either through the emission of a photon or by one of several alternate processes. Foremost among these is internal conversion (IC) which leads to the emission of an atomic electron with kinetic energy equal to the transition energy minus the binding energy of the atomic shell from which the electron was converted. If the transition energy is greater than 2mec 2 -1022 keV, then an electron positron pair may be created and both emitted from the atom with a shared energy equal to the transition energy minus 1022 keV. This is referred to as the internal pair fbi'mation process (IPF) and for low Z and high energy the IPF dominates over IC. 1 This is shown in the first figure following this section where the ratio of the internal pair probability D.n to the Kshell internal conversion probability f_K is plotted as a function of energy. Note that for Z=40 and a 6 MeV transition energy, the ratio D,n/_K is over 100, which means that IPF is 100 times more probable than K-shell IC for that case. The variation with multipole order is not strong. 2
In the process of studying internal pair formation as a tool in the .:search for the population of superdeformed states in 192Hg from 192T113decay (section III B 1), we realized the great potential IPF offered in our general study of E0 transitions as well as our work on superdeformation. Thus, we constructed a system that would enable us to piace high-resolution, LN-cooled, Si(Li), electron detectors in close proximity to Ge detectors to form an internal-pair spectrometer for radioactive decay studies. A schematic of that system is shown in the second figure following this section. The principle of the system is that an event is triggered by the simultaneous detection of electrons (e., e-) in each of the S(Li) detectors, along with a correlated annihilation photons in each of the Ge detectors which comprise the pair spectrometer. Triggered by that event, the data acquisition electronics interrogates the energy signal of ali detectors in the system. Alternately, the system can be used for e--e-, 13-e',or o_-e-correlation spectroscopy.
One can often do these simultaneously with the proper configuration of electronics. One can then use the Ge detectors which constitute the remainder of the IPF spectrometer as close proximity 3I detectors and add to the above list with e--31,I]-31,c_-y, and ),-31 correlations. With the additional detectors depicted in the figure, many other combinations are possible. The system has just become operational and will be first used in an experiment at ISOLDE/CERN to search for superdeformed states in 198po and 194pb using the decay 198At. [3 ) 198po ot )194pb.
The system is designed so that the Si(Li) crystals can be changed quite easily (without disassembling any other components) so that the detector thickness which is appropriate to the specific experiment can be employed. The position of the detectors from the centrally located radioactive source (usually on a tape when on-line to an isotope separator) can be varied from zero to 3.5 cm. This enables one to optimize the spectrometer for the specific application: high efficiency, low angular resolution for searches for E0 transitions, and low efficiency, high angular resolution for multipolarity-discrimination when using it as a multipole meter. A photograph of the cryogenic and electronic components for the Si(Li) pair is shown in the last figure. lp. Schluter,G. Soft, and W. Greiner,Z. Phys. A286, 149(1978) 2p. Schluterand G. Soft, AtomicData and NuclearData tables24, 509 (1979) .
